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To:  Rochester Township Board 

 

Re: Pavilion Estates 

 

Appeal of Planning Commission Decision – Agenda Item for July 14, 2022, Town Board meeting. 

 

Attachments: 

 

1. Appeal Documents 

2. Denial Resolution 

3. Original Staff Report 

4. Meeting Attendance Sheet (although some people did not sign in) 

5. Comments Submitted by the Public 

 

Ordinance: 

Section 8.5. APPEALS REGARDING THE GRANTING OF PLATS 

Appeals of the Commission’s decision relating to the granting of plats shall be submitted to the 

Zoning Administrator within ten (10) days of the Commission’s decision.  Such appeals will be 

submitted to the Town Board at their next regular meeting.  The Town Board shall, within sixty days 

after the receipt of the appeal, adopt findings and act upon the appeal. 

 

Background 

On June 14, 2022, the Rochester Township Planning Commission held a public hearing on the Pavilion Estates Preliminary 
Plat.  Arthur Handelman, Colin Patterson and Nathan Clark (sitting in as the board member on the Commission) were the 
Commission members present.   

 

Staff presented their report and the applicant’s representative, Bill Tointon of WSE Engineering made a presentation for 
the applicant, International Properties.  The public hearing was open, and the Commission heard comments on the 
application all of which were not in favor of allowing the application to move forward.  Additionally, as part of this report 
are comments we received prior to the hearing in support of denial.   

 

 

 



 

 

On June 14, 2022, the Rochester Township Planning Commission voted to deny the variances necessary to approve the 
preliminary plat for Pavilion Estates.  The vote was 2 in favor of denial and 1 against.   Discussion centered around the 
staff report and the comments in the report that two of the 4 variances to lot 9 could go away if lots 9 and 10 were 
combined into one lot.  The meeting was recessed for a time to allow changes in the resolutions by staff. 

 

In the discussion both the Township Engineer and the applicant pointed out that two of the variances to lot 9 could be 
alleviated by moving a lot line and keeping 10 lots.   The Commission discussed reducing the number of lots down to 9, 
but at the recommendation of the Township Attorney, rather than approve the variances allowing for 9 lots, that the 
Commission should deny the variances thus denying the plat and allow the applicant to appeal the decision to the Board. 

 

Findings for Denial (from denial resolution): Criteria in regular type findings in italic. 

 

1. Assure that to the maximum extent possible, all lands will be developed for the best possible use with adequate 
protection against deterioration and obsolescence.  
 
All of the lands are being developed with areas which include wetlands, streams and steep slopes.  Some of the area has 
been designated as a wildlife corridor or is located within shoreland or bluff setbacks.   If the development were 
reconfigured, the steep slopes, bluff land area and shoreland area could go into an outlot.  Public access could be 
incorporated into the development to provide access to the Cascade Creek area.  
 
The development could be reconfigured to meet the standard of the ordinance through the construction of a public 
roadway, reducing the number of lots and creating outlots which could include public use. 
 
2. Assure that effective protection is given to the natural resources of the community, especially ground water and 
surface waters.  
 
An Environmental Assessment Worksheet was completed for this development and comments were incorporated into the 
plan such as reduction in tree removal, size of building pads, use of a private roadway to reduce the amount of land being 
disturbed and the amount of grading, rain gardens and other stormwater management all to reduce the environmental 
impacts. 
 
By reducing the number of lots and reducing the length of the roadway, making it a public roadway and adding outlots you 
could create a development which could reflect the same amount of tree removal.    
 
3. Assure that plans for water distribution, wastewater collection and disposal use appropriate technology.  
 
Proven well and septic technologies will be used with the development and will be used with or without variances. 
 
4. Encourage well-planned subdivisions through the establishment of quality design standards.  
 
Rochester Township has both public and private roadway standards.   Extension of Boulder Creek Lane SW including a cul-
de-sac turn around could extend into the development without a variance if development included a roadway extension to 
60th Ave SW. 
 
 
5. Facilitate acceptable provisions for transportation and other public facilities. 
 
In order to facilitate the development, the Township may be asked to use their condemnation powers to extend the 
roadway to 60th Ave SW.  Additionally, Olmsted County would need to approve an access onto 60th Ave SW.  A County Land 



Use Plan amendment would be required in order to develop the additional lands. All of these items may seem unlikely, but 
none have been thoroughly explored.   
 
6. Minimize governmental operating and maintenance costs. 
 
The additional roadway may add additional operating costs to the township, but good design and layout which may 
include additional development of neighboring properties may overcome the additional costs. 
 

Staff Report 

 

Staff did not recommend the combining of lots 9 and 10 but pointed it out to the Commission.  By combining lots 9 and 10 
into one lot it would reduce the number of variances by two.  Variances for the width at the building site and the width at 
the cul-de-sac would be eliminated.  The combined lot would not meet the width to depth ratio, and it would still need a 
variance to the fact that it is not served by a public roadway.  Staff recommended approval of the variances without 
combining or reducing the number of lots and stated that similar variances were granted for lots in Millie Meadows 
Second Subdivision.  Below you will find staff recommendations. 

 

Variances required to approve as presented in staff report: 

 

Variances (Ordinance in regular type, staff review in italic) 

Rochester Township Subdivision Ordinance: 

Section 5.106 PRIVATE ROADS  

• A trafficway serving more than four private residences shall be deemed a private road. 

• Private roads are required to have an approved and recorded road name. 

• Private roads are required to have street signs.  The initial signs are to be paid for by the developer / 
owner and subsequently maintained by all property owners owning property that utilizes the private road.  

• Private roads shall be able to accommodate emergency vehicles.   

• Private roads shall have the following design minimums: 

1. Minimum travel way of 18 feet with 2-foot shoulders of class five road rock. 

2. Curves shall have a minimum inside radius of 28 feet. 

3. A private road exceeding 700 feet in length will be provided with either a circular or hammer head style 
turn around area ( Ref. Figure 5.1) 



Figure 5.1 PRIVATE ROAD -- TURN AROUND AREAS 

 

4. Private roads will not be maintained by the Township.  If a private road is to be eligible for Township 
maintenance, it must be upgraded to township road standards and accepted by the Township. 

 

All of the standards within Section 5.106 are met with this proposal. 

Section 5.103. GEOMETRIC DESIGN STANDARDS 

Streets designed and laid out so as to have one end permanently closed shall not exceed one-

thousand-five-hundred (1500) feet in length, except where the Commission has approved additional 

length due to property limitations. Each cul-de-sac shall be provided at the closed end with a turn-

around having a minimum outside roadway diameter of 90 feet and minimum right of way diameter 

of 120 feet. 

Because of the steep slopes and wooded land cover, the developer proposed a private roadway system.  The private 
roadway standards allow for a narrower roadway and steeper grade, thus less tree removal and grading, thus less 
environmental impact.  During the development of the Lilly property to the east it was determined that topography would 
not allow for connection from the east.  Additionally, a connection to the north is not economically feasible because of the 
topography, wetlands and a stream crossing.  

With the extension of Boulder Creek Lane SW that roadway becomes 1416 feet to the end of the cul-de-sac.  The private 
roadway extends 1315 feet.  If you combine the two you have a roadway which extends 2731 feet.  It is staff’s position that 
since a portion of this roadway extends through undeveloped property an extension out to 60th Ave SW could be 
constructed which would be approximately 1600 feet thus neither street would dead end.  Additionally, as noted in the Lilly 
Updated Report that cul-de-sac dead ends at 4908 feet.  The difference between these developments, and Meadow 
Crossing Road as an example, is the number of dwellings on roadway prior to a secondary access was over 150.  In the case 
of Lilly the roadway dead ends and at full build out would serve 40 lots (32 homes in phases 3 & 4 and 8 homes which are 
not a part of the development).  In this case Boulder Creek Lane currently serves 15 lots and with the addition of the 10 lots 
within Pavilion Estates the total would be 25.    

 The Commission must approve a variance to the standard if they want to adopt this preliminary plat as presented. 

Section 5.3. LOTS 

The size, width, shape and orientation of lots and buildings set back line shall be appropriate for the 

type of development and use contemplated. 



A. Residential lot dimensions are contained in the following table: 

 

 LOTS SERVED BY 

PUBLIC 

SEWERAGE 

SYSTEM 

LOTS SERVED BY 

PRIVATE SEWERAGE 

SYSTEM 

Minimum Lot 

Width at Street Line 

60 feet 120 feet 

Minimum Lot 

Width at Building 

line 

60 feet 120 feet 

Maximum Lot 

depth as measured 

along side lot lines 

160 feet 2 ½  times street frontage 

Minimum Area of 

Lot 

one-half acre two acres ** 

**Additional lot area may be required by the Commission depending upon 

soil and drainage conditions. 

 

B. Corner lots for residential use shall have additional width to permit appropriate building set back 

from and orientation to both streets. 

C. Side lot lines shall be as near to right angles or radial to street lines as possible. 

D. Every lot shall lie adjacent to a public street, thus providing access for fire protection, utilities and 

other necessary services. 

E. Where lots have frontage on a cul-de-sac, the minimum lot width may be reduced to 80 feet.  

 

The following lots require a variance(s) if this proposal is approved. 

Lot 9 and 10 require variances to Section 5.3 A. Residential lot dimensions are contained in the following table (see table 
above).  Maximum lot depth as measured alongside lot lines – 2 ½ times the street frontage. 

These lots are at the very north end of the development.  Most of the lot area is restricted by bluff or shoreland setbacks 

and floodplain regulations.  If the lot sizes were reduced to meet the standard, what do you do with the residual?  Past 

practice has been to have the residual as part of a lot rather than be an outlot and eventually go back to the township 

when taxes aren’t paid.  Having it a part of a lot keeps it as taxable property. 

 

If you use the buildable area rather than the entire lot similar to the rational used when granting variances in Woodland 

Valley Estates, the width to depth ratio would be greatly reduced.   

 

Lot 9 has a street frontage of 49 feet and a depth of 1013.32 feet for a width to depth ratio of 21.05.  If you take only the 

developable portion of the lot, it reduces the lot depth to 228 feet for a width to depth ratio of 4.6. 

 

Lot 10 has a street frontage of 117 feet and a depth of 1113.88 feet for a width to depth ratio of 9.52.  If you take only the 

developable portion of the lot, it reduces the lot depth down to 211 feet for a width to depth ratio of 1.8.  

 



Lot 9 also does not meet the required 120’ width at the building line. The Lot 9 road frontage (at the edge of the road 
right-of-way) is approximately 50’. The frontage at the 30’ setback line – or building line - is approximately 62.5’. Since the 
required width at the building line is 120’ this means that at the building line Lot 9 is 57.5’ narrower than it needs to be 
(62.5’ + 57.5’ = 120’). 

[In this instance the total cul-de-sac right-of-way width is 106’ (53’ on each side of center). The ordinance requires front 
yard setback from the edge of the right-of-way is 30’. On this plat – within the required 30’ setback area - is a 20’ wide 
easement for utilities and drainage and a 10’ wide easement for water lines. Structures need to be setback 30’ from the 
edge of the road right-of-way. They do not have to be setback from the easements.] 

 

Lots 3-10 require variances to Section 5.3.D. Every lot shall lie adjacent to a public street thus providing access for fire 

protection, utilities and other necessary services.   

 

When Rochester Township adopted the subdivision ordinance in 2003 this item must have been overlooked.  If you review 

Section 5.106 PRIVATE ROADS one of the requirements is that “Private roads shall be able to accommodate emergency 

vehicles.”   

 

In this instance a 20-foot utility easement is being provided outside of the road right of way for utilities and in addition to 

that a 10-foot water easement is being provided beyond the utility easement.     

 

Necessary services are not defined in the Ordinance; we assume them to be garbage collection, delivery services, school 

bus pick up and postal services.  The main concern would be the cul-de-sac for turnaround. In this instance a 53-foot radius 

is being provided and a normal garbage truck needs a 40 foot radius.  The postal services will be having all mail delivered 

to one location and individual mailboxes will not be used.  Most school bus services do not go down private roads thus 

children will need to be taken to the public road cul-de-sac. 

 

The Rochester Fire Department has reviewed the plat and provided a letter stating, “the preliminary plat should be 

approved”.    

 

Lot 9 requires a variance to Section 5.3. E. Where lots have frontage on a cul-de-sac, the minimum lot width may be 
reduced to 80 feet.  

The preliminary plat shows lot 9 to have 49 feet of road frontage for a variance of 31 feet.  

 

Frontage along a roadway is necessary to allow for enough room to place a driveway and allow for snow removal from the 

cul-de-sac.  Since the building sites are close to the roadway, driveways will not be very long (30-70 feet) thus there will be 

little impervious surface from the roadway.  Because of the dense forest cover snow should not blow onto the roadways or 

driveways as great as they would out in the open.  A normal residential driveway is between 14 and 20 feet in width.  That 

will leave between 29-35 feet on this lot for snow storage. 

 

Similar (narrow) flag type lots were approved by the township for the Millie Meadows development in which the township 

granted variances with the rational that it was the best way to use of the entire area for development rather than having 

some very large lots.  In this instance the developable area of this lot is greatly reduced by the shoreland and bluff 

setbacks. 

 
Since building site pads are being included with the preliminary plat and since individual lot grading plans will be required, 

the width at the actual building site is not as important. The site grading plans as required by the development agreement 

shall include the actual dimensions of the building site pad and their distances to property lines.    

 



Variance recommended findings: (Criteria in regular type, findings in italic)  

  

1. Assure that to the maximum extent possible, all lands will be developed for the best possible use with adequate 
protection against deterioration and obsolescence.  
 
All of the lands are being developed with areas which include wetlands, streams and steep slopes.  Some of the area has 
been designated as a wildlife corridor or are located within shoreland or bluff setbacks.  The wildlife corridor will include 
deed restrictions preventing any development from happening in the area.  If you consider only the buildable area (see 
Variance Exhibit – page 19 of this report) of the lots that do not meet the width to depth ratio you find that:  
 
Lot 9 has a frontage of 49 feet and a depth of 228 feet of useable space which reduces the variance down from 21.05 to 
4.6. 
 
Lot 10 has a frontage of 117 feet and a depth of 211 feet of useable space which reduces the variance down from 9.52 to 
1.8. 
 
Strictly applying the Ordinance does not take the buildable area into consideration, but the Planning Commission 
determined that this was rational for granting a variance to these two lots. 
 
2. Assure that effective protection is given to the natural resources of the community, especially ground water and 
surface waters.  
 
Community wells are being used rather than individual wells to reduce the number of holes through the deeper layers of 
bedrock. Surface waters are part of the wildlife corridor. Wetlands are left undisturbed.  
 
An Environmental Assessment Worksheet was completed for this development and comments were incorporated into the 
plan such as reduction in tree removal, size of building pads, use of a private roadway to reduce the amount of land being 
disturbed and the amount of grading, rain gardens and other stormwater management all to reduce the environmental 
impacts. 
 
3. Assure that plans for water distribution, wastewater collection and disposal use appropriate technology.  
 
Proven well and septic technologies will be used with the development.  
 
4. Encourage well-planned subdivisions through the establishment of quality design standards.  
 
Private roadway designs standards are being used.  Extension of Boulder Creek Lane SW including a cul-de-sac turn around 
has been included in the plan which will provide maintenance crews a safer turn around.  
 
5. Facilitate acceptable provisions for transportation and other public facilities. 
 
Boulder Creek Lane SW was extended and a cul-de-sac meeting the township standards was installed to replace a 
substandard turn around at the end of Boulder Creek Lane SW 
 
6. Minimize governmental operating and maintenance costs. 
 
A private road to serve 9 of the 10 lots is being utilized, thus reducing the amount of public roadway thus reducing 
government maintenance costs. 
 
Recommended Plat Approval: 

 



A review of the proposed application according to the Standards listed has been completed by Staff.  Staff recommends 

approval contingent upon approval by Olmsted County Planning for well water and the Township Septic Inspector for 

septic design.  These additional conditions should be considered. 

 

1. No access from the public road for lot 2; driveway must come off private road. 

2. Site grading plans must include building envelope with dimensions.  Building envelop cannot exceed 3500 square feet. 

3. Acceptance of the traffic report by the town board. 

 

Appeal Review 

As noted above in my report four variances to one lot would still be required (lot 9).  If the lots 9 and 10 were combined, 
then the number of variances for the combined lot would be reduced to two.  Three variances overall would still need to 
be approved (private road, width to depth ratio for the combined lot and length of cul-de-sac for the plat to be approved 
with the 9 lots). 

 

At the hearing both the applicant and town engineer provided solutions to two of the variances by moving the lot line 
between lots 9 and 10 thus removing the need for a road frontage variance for the two lots.  Both lots would still need the 
width to depth ratio variance and the overall private road and length of cul-de-sac variances. 

 

This solution is also provided in the applicant’s appeal. 

 

When reviewing the plat staff considered past variances for similar situations, Millie Meadows Second received similar 
variances for fourteen of the thirty lots within the subdivision.   Staff based its decision on the fact that the EAW and 
General Development Plan both contained 10 lots. 

 

Board Action  

 

The Board must consider the appeal and has latitude to make changes and have discussion with staff and applicant.  A 
public hearing is not required, nor should the Board accept any new information other than the record.  The board has 
sixty days to make a decision on the appeal if they feel they need additional time.  Whatever the Board decides to do 
findings should be created in support of your decision.  That decision could include supporting the Planning Commission 
and denying the variances, reducing the number of lots and approving the variances based on the reduction, the 
reconfiguration of the lots reducing the number of variances, approve the variances as presented in the staff report or 
some other decision in which the Board can come to a consensus on. 

 

 

 

 


